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Brand：Servotronix, Mitsubishi, Panasonic, Delta

Address: No. 55, Xinji 3rd Rd., Annan Dist., Tainan City 709, Taiwan.

▪The ballscrew actuator will reduce the moving speed due to the long 
effective stroke, avoiding the ballscrew resonance. The linear motor 
will not reduce the speed even at the long stroke but also 
maintain the full stroke at maximum speed of 3000mm/s.
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DimensionMaintenance

Actuator driven by ball screw used for a long time 
would cause a abrasion; and actuator driven by 
belt needs to tighten the b elt at a fixed time every 
year to maintain the precision. 
The linear motor causes little abrasion, and the 
system accuracy of the overall machine can be 
maintained for a long time.

Standard controller can provide  PULSE, and communications, 
two different control interfaces. Also, CAN Open and EtherCat 
can be option.

More than 80% o f the c omponents are made b y TOYO, 
so it is po ssible to effectively shorten the delivery and 
control the costs, so that customers can buy a linear 
motor driver module with ballscrew driven module.

The self-developed special heat dissipation mechanism is 
covered on the outside of the coil to make motor dissipate 
heat quickly during operation & increase the efficiency.

Linear motor is non-contact driving element, so the service life is 
about 2 times longer than conventional ballscrew. In addition, the noise 
is lower in condition of high speed running and easy maintenance.
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⚫ Max. speed：3000mm/s
⚫ Max. stroke ：3700mm

⚫ Horizontal payload ：5~135kg
⚫ Repeatability ：±1~2μ

⚫ Max. speed：3000mm/s ⚫ Max. stroke ：8000mm ⚫ Repeatability  ：±1~2μ

⚫ Max. speed ：3000mm/s
⚫ Max. stroke ：1290mm

⚫ Horizontal payload：4~15kg
⚫ Repeatability  ：±1~2μ

⚫ Max. speed ：3000mm/s
⚫ Max. stroke ：1940mm

⚫ Horizontal payload：15~51kg
⚫ Repeatability ：±1~2μ

⚫ Horizontal payload ：15~120kg

Features

React to the fast evolution of the bigger and faster production in the factory, we develop linear motor to 
fulfill the request of long stroke, high speed and high accuracy. Carry multiple top fixture , can use in multi-
ple electronic and mechanical component like bolt, assemble, transport ,screw, topping glue, solder.

By designing with high-density coil, maximum continuous thrust of LGW85 can be up to 610N, horizontal 
payload can be up to 135N, Withthe dual-axis synchronous drive model, thrust can be double than standard. 
This design is suitable for large area workpiecesvisual scanning detection and screen printing, gluing......etc.
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＊Long stoke, expected to be 
     supplied from 2020.

Linear motor can reach high acceleration/deceleration speed of 4G maximum, and also high speed of 3000mm/s , 
which can significantly shorten the working time and increase production efficiency.

Maximum 
acceleration 

and deceleration

The linear motor can be used up to 8000mm according to the way of use & can be extended according to customer needs or requirement.

▪Due to direct driving, it can eliminate backlash and the cumulative 
    error cause by many additional conversion mechanism. 
▪Suitable for application like IT equipment precise assembly and 

testing equipment positioning.

Thrust principle of 
mandrel linear motor

Internal structure of linear motor without core
Linear positioning encoder with standard supplied optical scale
(or optional magnetic scale) can be customized for external fixation.

Like below images showed, at the same flowing assembly line, using 
ball screw module need two actuators work together. But using linear
motor module with customized multi sliders saves space and cost. 
It can achieve higher production efficiency and save assembly time.
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